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-Interest Rate Overnight Averages- 
AS OF 6/16/2015 

 
Mortgage  Home Equity 

30-YEAR FIXED 15-YEAR FIXED 5/1 ARM  $30K HELOC $50K HELOC $100K HELOC 

4.09% 3.21% 3.35%  4.49% 4.07% 3.81% 

         

Auto  Credit Cards 
60-MONTH USED  48-MONTH USED 60-MONTH NEW  BAL TRANSFER CASH BACK LOW INTEREST 

2.86% 2.95% 3.27%  16.13% 16.49% 11.23% 

         

Checking and Savings  CDs 
MMA & SAVINGS $10K MMA INTEREST CHECKING  1-YEAR CD 2-YEAR CD 5-YEAR CD 

0.46% 0.47% 0.44%  0.97% 1.19% 1.72% 
 
The current rates displayed were produced from Bankrate.com’s “Overnight Averages” daily survey. Bankrate.com runs its calculations after the close of the business day and 
collects daily rate averages on the previous day for a specific banking product. The institutions included in the "Overnight Averages" differ from one day to the next, depending on 
which institutions’ rates Bankrate.com gathers on a particular day. The credit card rates displayed were gathered from Bankrate.com’s “Credit Card Index,” which is based on a 
weekly survey of the 50 largest card issuers, ranked by total receivables. Bankrate.com’s “Credit Card Index” survey is not a paid advertisement and is strictly an editorial product 
that is compiled by Bankrate.com. Read More: Understanding Bankrate.com's Rate Averages: www.bankrate.com. 

 

 

 

-General Industry- 
 
Branch Customers Continue Disappearing Act 

The 2015 FMSI Teller Line Study shows a 

significant drop in branch transactions, which 

means that banks must adapt their branch 

strategies to survive in the coming years. The 

branch infrastructure has grown 300% since 

1970. However, branch transactions are down 

45% since 1992 and 15% in the past four years alone. However, banks cannot afford to 

overlook the costs associated with branch infrastructure, as the cost for carrying out 

transactions has risen 133% since 1992. Banks have adapted to increased branch costs by 

building more efficient networks involving ATMs, online and mobile banking solutions, and in-

branch digital technology. Improving the management of full-time and part-time staff based on 

predicted volumes of branch visitors also helps banks manage branch costs. This involves 

analyzing idle periods to determine the best scheduling plans. Moreover, FMSI indicates that as 

banks improve mobile and online banking channels, branches must shift from being deposit-

centric to sales-centric, as simpler transactions are performed outside the branch via 

technology. SOURCE: Scott, Michael. “Branch Customers Continue Disappearing Act.” The Financial Brand. 

www.thefinancialbrand.com. June 9, 2015.  

 

“Branch transactions are 

down 45% since 1992 and 15% 

in the past four years alone.” 
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-Technology & Innovation- 
 

New Banking App Aims for the Instagram Set 
Thomas Ko, co-founder and president of Namu Systems, left his job as head 

of mobile banking at Citigroup to launch the startup because he did not know 

how much he was spending and why. In response, Namu’s mobile app aims to refresh users’ 

memories with images that show their purchases. The app shows pictures and logos for 

banking products and offers or pulls photos from the consumer’s Facebook profile, showing a 

photo of an anniversary dinner instead of a simple line item for the meal, for instance. The goal 

is to prompt people to check in with their bank account like they do 

with social apps. “We are looking at their story,” says Ko. “Banks 

need to look at what's behind the transactions.” Namu currently is in 

talks with banks about piloting the app, in an effort to better engage 

millennial customers by making the mobile banking experience 

more appealing. Few mobile banking apps use images, and some 

industry observers think their use is limited in banking. However, 

observers expect banks to focus more on the emotional side of 

digital banking transactions and create more personalized 

experiences going forward. SOURCE: Wisniewski, Mary. “New Banking App Aims 

for the Instagram Set.” Bank Technology News. www.americanbanker.com. May 27, 2015. 

 

-Card & Payments- 
 

Google Unveils Apple Pay Rival 
On May 28, Google unveiled its new mobile-payment service, Android Pay, in an effort to 

compete with Apple Pay. Android Pay works on Android phones without the need for a separate 

app, and it uses Near Field Communication technology, which is embedded in most Android 

phones. Users simply load their credit, debit, and loyalty cards onto the phone; unlock their 

device with their existing password; and tap to pay at more than 700,000 physical stores in the 

U.S. Like Apple and other tech companies, Google sees payments as a way to embed itself 

more deeply in users’ lives. Google also hopes mobile payments in stores will help it gather 

more information about users’ purchases, which may show the effectiveness of Google ads. 

The retailers participating in Android Pay include McDonald's, Macy's, Best Buy, Walgreens and 

Whole Foods. Like Apple, Google is protecting users’ credit-card information using tokenization, 

and the new Android operating system will support fingerprint scans to unlock phones and 

authorize payments. Android Pay will work through the Visa, MasterCard, American Express, 

and Discover payment networks, and JPMorgan Chase, Bank of America, and Capital One are 

expected to sign on. It also will work within certain bank apps. SOURCE: Barr, Alistair. “Google Unveils 

Apple Pay Rival.” Wall Street Journal. www.wsj.com. May 29, 2015.   
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-Consumer Lending- 
 

Mortgage Rates Top 4% 
According to Freddie Mac, mortgage rates have surpassed 4% 

for the first time this year and have reached their highest level 

since last October. The average of a 30-year, fixed-rate 

mortgage rose to 4.04% for the week ended June 11. The 

increase followed a Treasury-market selloff over the past week 

that drove yields higher on most bonds. The recent increase in 

mortgage rates was the sharpest since 2013. In the near term, 

the rise is likely to slow mortgage-refinance activity. Some 

lenders and mortgage brokers say the recent rate increase has 

created urgency in borrowers who want to lock in low rates 

before they increase. “Most people feel that rates are going 

back up to 5% or higher,” says Guy Cecala, publisher of Inside 

Mortgage Finance. A rise to that level could negatively impact 

home buying and put a long-term damper on refinancing. 

SOURCE: Light, Joe. “Mortgage Rates Top 4% in Test for Housing.” Wall Street Journal. www.wsj.com. June 11, 2015.   

 

-Wealth Management- 
 

Capital One Joins the Hybrid Robo-Advisory Movement 
Capital One has jumped into the hybrid robo-advisory movement with the debut of Capital One 

Investing, a digital platform that pairs its automated investing tools for retail investors with 

human advisers. The brokerage already has two digital investment platforms: PortfolioBuilder 

and the ShareBuilder investing plan. The new arm of Capital One has paired those platforms 

with human advisers. Yvette Butler, president of Capital One Banking, said the hybrid-robo 

offering is geared to serve the country’s mass-affluent investors. “We’re positioned to deliver the 

right combination of digital tools and access to trusted, affordable advice and guidance,” Butler 

said. It’s yet another firm’s attempt to reach retail investors by leveraging digital channels. 

Vanguard recently launched its own robo platform, Personal Advisor Services, in May, which 

has a $50,000 investment minimum. Some say there is a commoditization of robo-advisers 

going on in the industry where investors now have more options for online brokerage, advice 

and automated investment platforms than ever before. With the addition of human advisers to 

these digital platforms, there will be more blurred lines between traditional wealth management 

and robo-advisory offerings. “It will be much harder over time to bucket different solutions as 

being a robo-adviser versus a traditional adviser,” said Lee Kowarski, vice president of kasina, a 

financial services research firm. “I think we'll see a number more of these.” SOURCE: Malito, 

Alessandra. “Capital One Joins the Hybrid Robo Movement.” InvestmentNews. www.investmentnews.com. June 11, 2015.  
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-Small Business- 
 

Big Banks Said to Get More Generous on Small-Business Loans  
Small business loan approval rates at big banks and institutional lenders improved to new highs 

in May 2015, according to the Biz2Credit Small Business Lending Index, the monthly analysis of 

1,000 loan applications on Biz2Credit.com. Big banks ($10 billion+ in assets) approved 21.9% 

of small business loan requests in May 2015, up from 21.7% in April, marking the seventh 

consecutive month that approval rates have increased in this category of lenders. A year-to-year 

comparison shows that loan approval rates are up approximately 12%. “Low interest rates 

continue to prevail. In fact, big banks are granting a higher percentage of small business loan 

requests than at any time since the recession,” suggested Biz2Credit CEO Rohit Arora, who 

oversaw the research. “Lending to businesses remains to be a profitable component of 

bank portfolios when the loan amounts are substantial. Thus, it is a good time to borrow. Things 

won't stay like this forever.” SOURCE: Passy, Jacob. “Big Banks Said to Get More Generous on Small-Business Loans.” 

American Banker. www.americanbanker.com. June 10, 2015.   

 

 

 

-Regulation & Security- 

 

Wells Fargo Plans to Scan Your Face and Voice for Mobile Security 
Wells Fargo is experimenting with biometric technology intended to make mobile banking more 

efficient and secure by scanning customers’ faces and voices to verify their identities. The bank 

views biometrics as a way to make the log-in process more efficient for customers, who often 

find it frustrating to enter passwords on mobile devices. Wells Fargo has signed up 100 

customers in a pilot program since March that allows them to use their iPhones’ camera and 

microphone to try out the new authentication tool. The bank estimates that it takes about 23 

seconds for customers to pass the security test. Andy 

Foot, a vice president and strategist at Wells Fargo, says 

customers feel comfortable that the bank stores their 

biometric data on its own servers, not their phones. The 

biometric technology will be offered to the general public 

by next year, and the bank is working on new features, 

such authenticating customers using a video of them 

talking, rather than a still photo, or scanning the unique 

veins in their eyes. SOURCE: Vanian, Jonathan. “Wells Fargo Plans to 

Scan Your Face and Voice for Mobile Security.” Fortune. www.fortune.com. June 4, 2015. 
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-Economy- 
 

Americans’ Net Worth Reaches High of $84.9 Trillion 
A June 11 report from the Federal Reserve reveals a $1.6 trillion jump in the net worth of U.S. 

households and nonprofits to $84.9 trillion in the first quarter. The value of residential real estate 

-- generally most Americans' biggest asset -- rose $503 billion. Coupled with strong job growth, 

the increased wealth is expected to boost consumer spending. Total U.S. household debt as a 

share of disposable income fell to the lowest level in over a decade at 106.5%, down from 

107.5% in the previous quarter. Additionally, home equity as a share of the value of real-estate 

holdings jumped from 54.6% in the fourth quarter to 55.6% in the first quarter. However, overall 

borrowing among U.S. households grew at an annual pace of 2.2% in the first quarter, marking 

the slowest pace since the 2013 fourth quarter, and mortgage borrowing declined for the first 

time since the 2014 first quarter at an annual rate of 0.3%. Consumer-credit borrowing, 

including auto loans, student loans, and credit cards, rose at the slowest annual rate since the 

2013 second quarter at 5.6%. SOURCE: Shah, Neil. “Americans' Net Worth Reaches High of $84.9 Trillion.” Wall Street 

Journal. www.wsj.com. June 11, 2015. 

  


